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1 Introduction 
It is known that the expansion of field on the Gaussian 

beams is an effective methou for the analysis of propagation of 
radiation in the waveguide Earth-Ionosphere.A such approach 
speeds up an analysis of field structure and an estimatlon of 
wave effects [1 ).However the Gaussian beams are optimal only in 
the waveguides with a symmetriC distribution of dielectric 
constant.But the waveguide Earth-Ionosphere has an asymmetric 
distribution of dielectric constant [11. 

In this paper the solutions of wave equation localized along 
the rays trajectories are finded for the asymmetric distribution 
of dielectric constant of Earth-Ionosphere waveguide .These 
solutions are the known in quantum mechanIcs coherent states in 
a form of localized wave packets with a minimum possible width 
and diffractional angle dIvergence. These states allow naturally 
to introduce the concept of width of ray and clearly to observe 
a connection between the wave and ray descriptions. 

2 Formulation of the problem 
It is known the Maxwell equations for monochromatic 

component of field E(x,y,z ) in a weakly inhomogeneous medium can 
be reduced to the scalar Helmholtz equation 
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where K:. ~lt/).. is the wavenumber, .A is 
characteristic of the free space, E:(t'~"J is 
constant.Note,that the dielectric constant equal 
the refractive index of medium I'llt,~, .. ). 
Equation (1) for weakly inhomogeneous media (i.e. such that 
An/Zit,,« 1 for distances of tlie order of A ) in a paraxial 
approximation [2) can be reduced to the equivalent Schrodinger 
equation for the reduced field V(.{'~,<J= n;' E (q"')"P(.iK I'",~") 
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where no= n (O '2'_~ ) 1s the refractive index on the z axis of 
medium, ~ = L I'l. de . 
In equat'ion - (2) time takes the part of the longitudinal 
coordinate 12 ,P2tent1al takes the part of the refractive index 
V = (1/2)'(n - n ),and in place of Planck's constant A we have 
the free spaee wavelength. The methods of quantum mechanics for 
the solution of that equation can be used.7or example,in (3) the 
integrals-of-motion method,the coherent states methods and the 
density matrix formalism are used for the description of 
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paraxial optical beams propagating in weakly inhomogeneous 
graded index media. 

3 Rays and modes in the Esrth-Iono~ere waveguide 
Let us consider as a model ot th-Ionosphere waveguide an 

inhomogeneous waveguide with an asymmetric distribution ot 
dielectric constant : 

~')(J, 
(3 ) 

where E. is the dielectric constant on the axis ot waveguide, 
w is the gradient parameter, 9 is the parameter describing an 
asymmetric distribution of E ,x is the coordinate in the 
transverse plane,z is the longitudinal coordinate . 
A such profIle Of dielectric constant is most close to real 
[1 l .Besldes equation (2) with a such potential have exact 
solutions . Solutions in the form ot wave packets describlnR rays 
and modes in the waveguide (3) are ot practical interest .Evident 
ray solution in inhomogeneoWl waveguide using the coherent 
states methods may be obtained: 

Ii.' l ]<' 2\J.(~oI.(2KJ'/') 
,,((t,n= B· "'P\~x + 2J' 01.) ~ ./' ' 
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(4) 

.. 2 
where a function 1"(1) i~ the solution of equation /' +tJ7t),= 0 ; 

of, :: v;:w[2llo"" l~SIVl"fo j X:o I yo 
are an initial coordinate and an initial angle , accordingly, 

Q ; {thl{i+8SK2f> ,Y,; (23jw'JY'< is an coordinate of 
waveguide axis .Here Jol") is the Bessel function, T,,(.) is the 
modiried Bessel function. 
By direct substitution may be convinced,that the expression (4) 
is the solution of equation (2 ) .In the case of longitudinal 
homogeneous waveguide a function J' is equal to 

l' ; ",-y, .. p(''''' -'X). 
The solution (4) is the generating function for the 
waveguides modes V. «,,,) ,which across the Laguerre polynomial 
expressed. n 

4 Comput"t1.0n of trajectory apd apd width or beam 
Trajec tories of rays may be ea loulated trom ~h~ integral: 

"" <x~ :: J~"1(dll 
o 

Analogically the width of beam is determined 

2 2 2 
;Ill .. = <x) - <>I> 

Let us consider a behaviour of these values in the 
homogeneous waveguide (3).For the simplicity we 
case when a = 1/2 ,i.e. when the earth surface is 
wall. 
For the intensity of beam we obtain the expression 
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)i! = {kf 'X,Si'1J1 - iii"., 's'·"'f.~W'l . 
substituting the function (4) to the integrsl (5) we obtain the 
evident expression for trajectory of beam 

i 0'.112 :1 _loll' . 0 
<'.1> = , e dPhP (I2S)H Jetll.t,({ix) (8) 

d. 12K" 51, 1..:1' -1 

where vtt (X) is the error function, MJi (x) is the error 
function with an imaginary argument. 
The square of beam width in the dependence on the longitud1nsl 
axis z changes in the following way 

A/=~[! + 1"12di,loLI2+~2_,/]_<x>~ 
..: K", .. - (9) 

Below the calculation results of beam§5 tJ;:'tjectory using the 
expressions (8) and (9 ) for w ~ 1.25>10 m and A ~ 30 m are 
presented. In Fig. the trajectories of beams with different 
Initial values of height,,1(. ave:\) the earth surface at given 
initial angle to the horiz~n~; 2 and an initial width AX.~ 
i/H~w' ~ 437 m are shown (1 - ti ~ 200 m;2- -<C. = 2200 m; 

Xmax = 3 kID,;"..ax = 800 kID). 
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It is seen from figure, that the width of beams practically is 
not changed in the process of propagation.Period of beam 
trajectory oscillation aoes not depends on the initial height of 
source and makes up L = ""./w '" 250 kIn.Amplitude of 
oscillation or the maximum height ll. of ray increases with a 
growth of initial height of sourr-e .1!f1!limum height h...!ll[ increases 
with a growt h of initIal 8DBle •. Note that tlie he~~,ts ~v for 
the beams with ini t1al angles a opposite sign if. and - r.~ are 
t he same .The period of oscillation L is aecreased twice when 
the &!,adient parameter W is increased twice (Fig.2) .Ampl1 tude 
of trajectory Ijbax in this case is decreased. Note that the 
expression ({'((t .e)/',/( = i is valid for all values of 
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z ,1. e. the functions ~ (Y, ;! ) 
interval 0 < x < oa . 

5 Discussion 

form a complete set on the 

Results obtained may be useful for solution of 
re-esrtablisbment problem. of dielectric constant in 
Earth-Ionosphere waveguide.In particular the gradient parameter 
determines the oscillation period L of rays.Methods supposed 
allows to calculate an energy transformation between the modes 
on different 1nhomo~nitieS,in particular,at the joint of 
waveguides "dsy-night . 
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Fig.2.TrajecJories of beams with the same values of Xo -
and '1. =S2.21 at different gI"~gie!!~ Earameters w. ~1 -

1.2§*10 m ;2 - W = 2.S*W m ;Xmax = 3.92>10 m;z 
8*10 m. 

20 m 
W = 
max = 

Note that the paraxial approximation is valid only for the small 
angles '1'. or the small heildl ts x as compared with the period 
L.Therefore the influence or nonpRraxiality it is necessary to 
take into account for investigatlon of beam propagation at large 
angles to horizon.Nonparaxiality leads to the dependence of rays 
oscillation frequency on their amplitude and to the modulation 
of rays amplitude with an period larger than L,and besides 
these effects are accumulated with a distant. 
Note that the results obtained may be continued on the case of 
homogeneous medium.It is known [4J,that the localized wave beams 
in tfie homogeneous medium also exist . 

Thus the wave beams which are not divergenced in the process 
of prop~tion in the Earth-Ionosphere waveguide are finaed.The 
considered beams posses by optimal parameters and for 
transmission of radiation on the large distances may be used. The 
results obtained may be helpful also in the calculations of more 
complicated fields using the summing up method.Results obtained 
easIly may be continued on the case or-medium with absorption or 
amplifioation ae it wae made in paper [5J f or optical waveguide. 
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